22nd Cochrane Colloquium Update

The Nursing Care Field has had two abstracts accepted for the 22nd Cochrane Colloquium.

The first is an oral presentation titled ‘Buying’ into Cochrane: how do Fields measure success?’

The second is a workshop in collaboration with the Pre-Hospital and Emergency Care Field titled ‘Starting and Sustaining a Field.’ We hope to see you there!

If you are planning to attend the Colloquium information on VISA requirements can be found here [http://colloquium.cochrane.org/visa-requirements?utm_source=Within+Cochrane&utm_campaign=de40a5d20a-Within_Cochrane_March_20143_13_2014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_1a6b84810c-de40a5d20a-102538445](http://colloquium.cochrane.org/visa-requirements?utm_source=Within+Cochrane&utm_campaign=de40a5d20a-Within_Cochrane_March_20143_13_2014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_1a6b84810c-de40a5d20a-102538445)

Non-native English speakers: Cochrane wants you!

As part of Cochrane’s translation strategy and in support of Goal 2 of Cochrane’s Strategy to 2020 (‘making Cochrane evidence accessible to everyone, everywhere in the world’), Cochrane’s partners at Wiley are working on improving the access to, and presentation of, non-English-language content on The Cochrane Library.

They would like to enlist the support of non-native English speakers for this project to help better understand the needs of its users in order to improve the ways in which people discover and use translated Cochrane content.

If you are a non-native English speaker and interested in helping shape Cochrane’s multi-language web presence, please consider joining this project. By volunteering to participate, you would agree to being contacted by the Wiley team at various times over the next 6 months to engage you in activities such as:
- short interviews to get your views on what users might want from these sites and how they interact with the information;
- asking you to critique prototypes and designs;
- testing beta versions and prototypes.

If you are willing to participate, please email cncn@adelaide.edu.au

**Evidence Transfer Program (ETP) Update**

Summaries published since last newsletter:


**Other Cochrane News**

Cochrane’s EMBASE project aims to identify RCTs from EMBASE for publication in the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials. It provides an easy opportunity to get involved with Cochrane work. Using a web-based screening tool and requiring no prior experience, the task has been designed to fit around people’s busy lives so that volunteers can screen at their own convenience. For more information visit [http://www.cochrane.org/news/tags/authors/become-embase-screener-cochrane-creative-embase-project-now-open?utm_source=Cochrane+Connect&utm_campaign=1f563228ed-Cochrane_Connect_March_2014_3_19_2014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e29c8e76ee-1f563228ed-99759565v](http://www.cochrane.org/news/tags/authors/become-embase-screener-cochrane-creative-embase-project-now-open?utm_source=Cochrane+Connect&utm_campaign=1f563228ed-Cochrane_Connect_March_2014_3_19_2014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e29c8e76ee-1f563228ed-99759565v)

Cochrane Oral Health Group Newsletter available at [http://us2.campaign-archive2.com/?u=d8bc262aa7c39f47d726d3764&id=f98a55006c](http://us2.campaign-archive2.com/?u=d8bc262aa7c39f47d726d3764&id=f98a55006c)